
 
 

 

Ontology Based Transformational Programs  
 

A New Necessity in Foreign Relations   

 
 
The worldwide use of Ontology Based Programs will make it possible for foreign policymakers and 

related government problem solvers to effectively prevent or resolve the greatest threats to mankind’s 

survival and well being.  

 

Introduction 

After years of research into international problem solving we recently decided to promote ontology based 

breakthrough programs to governments worldwide, [a] because we recognize the continual expansion in 

the numbers of global threats and human suffering, [b] because these problems are largely not being 

effectively resolved, [c] because we also recognize as Einstein predicted the continual “drift towards an 

unparalleled catastrophe” since the start of the nuclear age, [d] because of the generous assistance of 

highly respected former UN and US negotiators and [e] because we know how effective these 

breakthrough programs are that have a consistent track  record of success for over 45 years mainly in the 

private sector and to a lesser degree in the public sector worldwide. 

Note: We are the first NGO to recommend these extraordinary programs to high ranking government 

officials pursuing conflict prevention, conflict resolution, counterterrorism, national and global security 

and various humanitarian challenges.  

Caution-Reading Pitfalls and the Necessity of Program Expert Discussions  

Since the introduction of ontology based programs is relatively new to foreign relations at least most 

officials have little familiarity with them.  

Thus, it is quite easy for a very busy official to, [a] quickly skim through our information on the 

programs, [b] equate them with programs they know of, [c] then to automatically assume that they know 

what they can do or not do and [d] then to dismiss them.  

The fact is there is absolutely no similarity to common programs found in Foreign Service institutes, 

universities or think tanks. Their purpose, methodology and results are totally distinct. Reading below the 

reader will recognize the differences.   

 



Requirement 

To attain accurate program clarity, to avoid program misinterpretations and 

inaccurate assumptions and to determine program applicability to specific challenges 

all require an in depth discussion with a program expert.  

__________________________________________________________________________________  

Program Comments 

Most conflicts, acts of terrorism, refugee issues etc appear to be overwhelmingly difficult to resolve.  

When a problem is not being resolved it obviously means that no one has been able to accurately identify 

exactly what is needed to resolve it.  

When problems are quickly resolved, it means that the factors necessary are within the scope of the 

problem solver’s conscious awareness.  

When a problem has taken officials years or decades to resolve, it simply means that no one through all 

that time had the scope of conscious awareness necessary to recognize the issues required to produce a 

breakthrough solution until someone finally did.  

The fact is that for over forty years there have been ontology based programs available worldwide. They 

have a consistent track record of success in all types of organizations and challenges.  

They make it possible for participants to produce unprecedented major breakthrough results in all types of 

man-made challenges.  

Facts Largely Unrecognized 

1-Breakthrough solutions can only be developed when problem solvers accurately identify the critically 

important issues bypassed which undermine their efforts.  

2-Problem solvers fail to identify such critically important issues because they do not fall within the limits 

of their conscious awareness. 

3-We all have various limits to our conscious awareness depending on the challenge involved. This is 

partly due to the extent of our training but more so as a result of earlier life experiences.   

4-Most people rarely think about their conscious awareness. If they did they likely would not know there 

are infinite levels. They would also not know of ontology based program processes which dramatically 

expand conscious awareness making breakthroughs possible. 

[Note: The higher the level, the easier effective solutions can be formulated and executed.] 

5-Ontology based program processes have been the most effective problem solving resource for 

organizations, certain government agencies and many corporations around the world since the 1970s.  

6-A foreign policymaker or any other official problem solver using the programs who is well trained, 

experienced and committed to a specific challenge would effectively produce breakthrough results 

because they would be able to recognize the most important issues bypassed. They would also be 

sufficiently aware to succeed at every step that follows. 



7-It is no accident that certain challenges are not resolved. Many will say they aren’t being resolved 

because their adversary is greedy, power hungry, full of hate or resentment, brainwashed, a fanatic, crazy, 

etc. Such issues may certainly be factors but whatever factors there may be a competent problem solver 

who is sufficiently aware would be able know what is needed.         

General Benefits 

One of the key elements found in the various ontology based programs is that they dramatically expand 

the dimensions or scope of conscious awareness.  

 Thus critically important issues are accurately recognized that undermine current policies, 

strategies and negotiations.   

 Participants recognize the fact that there is always more than one valid and important 

interpretation of the actions and words of adversaries and allies. Thus, far more effective policies 

can be formulated and negotiated. 

 Participants self-scrutinize their actions and the actions of their government more extensively, 

objectively and honestly to determine missteps requiring accountability to the public, congress, 

administration, allies and/or adversaries.  

 Where accountability is needed relative to past or present actions it is taken without condemning 

self, one’s government or others.  

 The counter-productive nature of the “blame and change others game” also known as the “Carrot 

and Stick” approach is recognized. Before conscious awareness is expanded problem solvers tend 

to place full or partial responsibility for repeated failures on others. Efforts to change others 

against their will evokes resentment, resistance and retaliation     

 Foreign policymakers and negotiators are able to recognize the profound effect of their pre-

existing bias in general and in real-time during assessments and negotiations. 

 Participants in the programs that focus specifically on communication will discover that there are 

infinite levels of communication effectiveness and openness. They also come to realize that 

solutions and factors leading to solutions to their challenges are ever present. They are recognized 

when participants dramatically expand their conscious awareness.     

What is Possible 

Participants who are an important part of their government’s decision making process, having participated 

in programs specified by a program expert can expect to produce major breakthroughs with any ally or 

adversary whether a government or any other type of organization. This applies to all serious security, 

humanitarian, environmental or any other serious challenge. 

 

Ontology Based Programs…..What they are and what they are not.  
 

The most important fact is that the processes found in ontology based group programs can make it 

possible for participants to accurately identify all the critically important issues necessary to formulate 

policies and execute negotiations successfully.  

 



Most programs found in academia, through Foreign Service Institutes and at other learning facilities use 

common linear learning principles.  

 

In other words information is presented, discussed, researched and papers are written. It is largely about 

accumulating information and absorbing it into an existing body of knowledge. The usual goal is to learn 

a skill, gain special knowledge, prepare for certain professions or functions, etc. 

 

Contrary to linear learning, ontology based programs are non-linear. While information is discussed, it is 

not presented for the participant to memorize anything. 

 

They do not present or recommend any solutions, formulas, philosophies or methods to adopt and use. 

They are not “How to do it programs”.  They are in part a de-conditioning process where the participant 

reduces past based learning obstacles allowing one’s natural and limitless problem solving and creative 

capabilities to be recognized and utilized.  

 

Program participants experience a dramatic and ongoing expansion of their conscious awareness relative 

to the challenges they are committed to.  

 

Thus, they become able to accurately identify critical issues generally bypassed which undermine their 

problem solving efforts. They develop and recognize new problem solving approaches.    

 

The programs were developed on the understanding that human beings have limitless problem solving 

capabilities which they generally do not realize.  

 

This is a result of limited conscious awareness which to various degrees we are all subject to.  

 

Producing a breakthrough result requires an expanded level of conscious awareness relative to a specific 

challenge. When that expanded level occurs, the unrecognized obstacles are identified.  

 

Thus, the programs support participants in producing results that others never have and may likely never 

will.  

 
There are comments and certain examples we recorded on two 6 minute audios that the reader will find 

informative. Just click on the links below.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-HHIZPzvuw     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02MfCntpGJc  

 

Ontology Based Communication Programs 

 

Latin: Communicare-To draw together 
 

Many people think that talking is communicating. Talking is actually a tool we use for the possibility of 

communication. Communication is about being in sync or being on the same channel.  

Negotiations that continually fail often do so because, [a] the policies formulated are often counter-

productive and drive people apart, [b] the relationship between the governments or groups involved are 

counter-productive and [c] negotiators most often will speak and listen through unrecognized filters of 

pre-existing bias.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-HHIZPzvuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02MfCntpGJc


Most human beings relate within a reaction based model of communication. When reacting back and 

forth, acting self-righteous and judgmental, it is largely impossible to get on the same channel with an 

adversary or ally as well.  

When not on the same channel little or no positive results are the outcome. There are many examples of 

this today. Ex. The 6 Party Talks involving North Korea, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, etc.   

The programs: [a] dramatically and on an ongoing basis expand communication effectiveness up many 

levels, [b] they impact many different types of challenges, [c] they reveal new possibilities never 

considered and [d] they make it possible to influence quality relating and cooperation from those 

perceived as extremely difficult.  

This absolutely applies to staunch adversaries, allies, brutal dictators, rogue regime and non-state actors.  

This becomes possible because program participants start to recognize the fact that there is always more 

than one valid interpretation of the actions and words of others.  

Video with Program Expert Becky Robbins at NASA speaking about one of the breakthrough 

communication programs. She discusses a new model of communication.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-0gQvOHhN0   

Who should explore and use the programs? 

The best participants are: [a] officials who would move heaven and earth to produce an unprecedented 

major breakthrough. [b] they would follow through after preliminary program discussions assertively 

without excuses. [c] they would have a serious part in decision making and [d] they would demonstrate 

open-mindedness. Note: Many people “think” they are open-minded but there are different levels.  

Individuals who consistently look for reasons why things cannot happen, who overly concentrate on 

obstacles, who are highly argumentative, who don’t think or listen optimistically or who do not follow 

through responsibly to the degree that is needed for participating.  

The use of these powerful and proven resources will make it possible for 

governments to save hundreds of thousands; if not millions of lives over time, 

to prevent conflict and massive human suffering. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

Note: It is OIC policy not to accept nor pursue financial compensation from any government, multi-lateral 

institution or consulting company whose programs we recommend in our advocacy. OIC is funded by our 

members only.  It is also OIC policy to avoid taking sides with any government or government official.  
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